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As recognized, adventure as capably as experience approximately lesson, amusement, as
competently as conformity can be gotten by just checking out a books Black Ships Numinous
World 1 Jo Graham moreover it is not directly done, you could tolerate even more approaching this
life, just about the world.
We find the money for you this proper as capably as simple artifice to get those all. We give Black
Ships Numinous World 1 Jo Graham and numerous books collections from fictions to scientific
research in any way. among them is this Black Ships Numinous World 1 Jo Graham that can be your
partner.

The Routledge Companion to the Study of
Religion Mar 31 2020 Providing a genuinely full
guide to the theory and methods related to
religious studies, this text - written entirely by
world-renowned specialists - is the ideal
resource for those studying the discipline.
AQA A-level Religious Studies Year 1: Including
AS Apr 12 2021 Exam Board: AQA Level: AS/Alevel Subject: Religious Studies First Teaching:
September 2016 First Exam: June 2017 AQA
Approved Engage students with accessible
content that draws out the key theories,
ensuring students have a thorough
understanding of Christianity and the
philosophical and ethical issues; developed by
subject specialist John Frye and the leading
Religious Studies publisher*. - Confidently teach
'Philosophy and religion' and 'Ethics, religion
and society' with comprehensive coverage of the
key philosophers, concepts and theories along
black-ships-numinous-world-1-jo-graham

with sources of theological authority - Supports
learning and revision with a range of
contemporary activities, discussion points and
unit summaries - Prepares students for
assessment with revision questions at the end of
each chapter and practice questions tailored to
the assessment objectives. Content covered:
Philosophy and religion Sections A and B
(Section A is covered through Christianity)
Ethics, religion and society Sections A and B
(Section A is covered through Christianity) Free
support - Sample material for Book 2 - Summer
term 2017 All of the above will be available
online at
www.hoddereducation.co.uk/alevelrs/aqa *Taken
from Educational Publishers Council statistics
Law as Religion, Religion as Law Apr 24 2022
The conventional approach to law and religion
assumes that these are competing domains,
which raises questions about the freedom of, and
from, religion; alternate commitments of religion
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and human rights; and respective jurisdictions of
civil and religious courts. This volume moves
beyond this competitive paradigm to consider
law and religion as overlapping and interrelated
frameworks that structure the social order,
arguing that law and religion share similar
properties and have a symbiotic relationship.
Moreover, many legal systems exhibit religious
characteristics, informing their notions of
authority, precedent, rituals and canonical texts,
and most religions invoke legal concepts or
terminology. The contributors address this
blurring of law and religion in the contexts of
political theology, secularism, church-state
conflicts, and the foundational idea of divine law.
In Search of Authority - Third Edition Jul 04
2020 In Search of Authority is the most
engaging introduction to literary theory
available today. This is the third edition of a
book that has been widely used to introduce
undergraduates to the field of literary theory. Its
distinctive quality is the way in which it makes
complex literary theories, such as structuralism,
deconstruction, and post-modernism, accessible
to students by relating these theories to
students’ own enjoyment in reading literature.
Each theory is illustrated by several applications
of the theory to well-known literary works.
Based on a reader-response approach to
literature, In Search of Authority begins with an
up-to-date account of the status of literary
theory in the 21st century, including a response
to recent debates about the “post-theory”
question. It concludes with a discussion of how
an understanding of literary theory can lead to
the empowerment of the individual reader, and
of how the authority of the professor can be
gradually transferred to the student. This third
edition has been revised and updated
throughout. Each chapter ends with several
questions to help students check their
understanding of the key ideas in the chapter.
Shakespeare Survey Jun 22 2019 The first fifty
volumes of this yearbook of Shakespeare studies
are being reissued in paperback.
Reading Acts Jun 14 2021 Answers to the usual
introductory questions do not yield sufficient
harvest to enable an intelligent reading of Acts.
The approach of Reading Acts is to ask how
ancient Mediterranean auditors would have
heard Acts when it was read in their presence.
black-ships-numinous-world-1-jo-graham

To be successful Talbert divides this approach
into two parts- how Acts would have been heard
in its precanonical context and in its canonical
context.
On Selfhood and Godhood Sep 17 2021 First
published in 2002. This is Volume II of seven in
the Library of Philosophy series on the
Philosophy of Religion. The Library of Philosophy
was designed as a contribution to the History of
Modern Philosophy under the heads: first of
Different schools of Thought - Sensationalist,
Realist, Idealist, Intuitivist; secondly of different
Subjects - Psychology, Ethics, Aesthetics,
Political Philosophy, Theology. Written in 1957,
this book is a collection of the Gifford Lectures
on the topic of selfhood and godhood delivered
at the University of St. Andrews during Sessions
1953-54 and 1954-55 that have been revised and
expanded.
Meaning and Being in Myth May 26 2022
In The Presence Of Mystery Jul 16 2021 Goes
to the very core of religious belief and practice,
ranging from preliterate to modern culture.
Barnes provides many bits of folk tales, myths,
anecdotes, and literal illustrations to vividly
present ideas.
Third World Book Review Oct 26 2019
Hand of Isis Aug 29 2022 Following her
acclaimed debut, Jo Graham returns to the
ancient world with a novel that will captivate
lovers of fantasy, history and romance. Set in
Ancient Egypt, Hand of Isis is the story of
Charmian, a handmaiden, and her two sisters. It
is a novel of lovers who transcend death, of gods
who meddle in mortal affairs, and of women who
guide empires.
Stealing Fire Sep 29 2022 Alexander the
Great's soldier, Lydias of Miletus, has survived
the final campaigns of the king's life. He now has
to deal with the chaos surrounding his death.
Lydias throws his lot in with Ptolemy, one of
Alexander's generals who has grabbed Egypt as
his personal territory. Aided by the eunuch
Bagoas, the Persian archer Artashir, and the
Athenian courtesan Thais, Ptolemy and Lydias
must take on all the contenders in a desperate
adventure whose prize is the fate of a white city
by the sea, and Alexander's legacy.
Totalitarianism and Political Religions, Volume 1
Nov 07 2020 We are used to distinguishing the
despotic regimes of the 20th century 2/8
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communism, fascism, National Socialism,
Maoism - very precisely according to place and
time, origins and influences. But what should we
call that which they have in common? On this
question, there has been and is still a passionate
debate. This book documents the first
international conference on this theme, a
conference that took place in September of 1994
at the University of Munich. The book shows
how new models for understanding political
history arose from the experience of modern
despotic regimes. Here, the most important
concepts - totalitarianism and political religions are discussed and tested in terms of their
usefulness.
God Sent His Son Jan 22 2022 In this work of
Christology, Christoph Cardinal Schonborn, a
world-renowned theologian, takes as his starting
point the Apostle Paul's statement, "But when
the time had fully come, God sent for his Son,
born of woman, born under the law, so that we
might receive adoption as sons" (Gal 4:4-5).
Based on many years of lecturing on Christology,
Cardinal Schonborn's work moves from the solid
conviction of faith that Jesus of Nazareth is the
Messiah of Israel, the Son of the Living God,
through the development of the Church's
understanding of this truth, to the consideration
of contemporary issues and the views of various
modern theologians. Cardinal Schonborn sees
Christology as based on the original Illumination
granted by the Father in manifesting his Son,
which divides, as if through a prism, into a
rainbow of Christological themes. "Christology,"
he writes, "in every phase of its development,
follows its path by this light: 'in thy light do we
see light' (Ps 36:10)." Christology is always faith
seeking understanding-trying to understand that
to which the believer already says, "Yes!" God
Sent His Son has the comprehensiveness and
scholarly precision of a textbook but the insights
and personal relevance of a work of spirituality.
It carefully explores ancient and medieval
questions, but also modern issues of Christology.
Cosmos, Center, and Duality in Javanese
Architectural Tradition Mar 24 2022
Allegory and Violence Oct 19 2021 The only
form of monumental artistic expression
practiced from antiquity to the Enlightenment,
allegory evolved to its fullest complexity in
Dante's Commedia and Spenser's Faerie
black-ships-numinous-world-1-jo-graham

Queene. Drawing on a wide range of literary,
visual, and critical works in the European
tradition, Gordon Teskey provides both a literary
history of allegory and a theoretical account of
the genre which confronts fundamental
questions about the violence inherent in cultural
forms.Approaching allegory as the site of intense
ideological struggle, Teskey argues that the
desire to raise temporal experience to ever
higher levels of abstraction cannot be realized
fully but rather creates a "rift" that allegory
attempts to conceal. After examining the
emergence of allegorical violence from the
gendered metaphors of classical idealism,
Teskey describes its amplification when an
essentially theological form of expression was
politicized in the Renaissance by the
introduction of the classical gods, a process
leading to the replacement of allegory by
political satire and cartoons. He explores the
relationship between rhetorical voice and forms
of indirect speech (such as irony) and
investigates the corporeal emblematics of
violence in authors as different as Machiavelli
and Yeats. He considers the large organizing
theories of culture, particularly those of Eliot
and Frye, which take the place in the modern
world of earlier allegorical visions. Concluding
with a discussion of the Mutabilitie Cantos,
Teskey describes Spenser's metaphysical
allegory, which is deconstructed by its own
invocation of genealogical struggle, as a
prophetic vision and a form of warning.
The Closed Space May 14 2021
Black Ships Oct 31 2022 In a time of war and
doubt, Gull is an oracle. Daughter of a slave
taken from fallen Troy, chosen at the age of
seven to be the voice of the Lady of the Dead,
she is destined to counsel kings. When nine
black ships appear, captained by an exiled
Trojan prince, Gull must decide between the life
she was born for and a most perilous adventure to join the remnant of her mother's people in
their desperate flight. From the doomed bastions
of the City of Pirates to the temples of Byblos,
from the intrigues of the Egyptian court to the
haunted caves beneath Mount Vesuvius, only
Gull can guide Prince Aeneas on his quest, and
only she can dare the gate of the Underworld to
lead him to his destiny. In the last shadowed
days of the Age of Bronze, one woman dreams of
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the world beginning anew. This is her story. Just
as Marion Zimmer Bradley's The Mists of Avalon
breathed new life into Arthurian legend, BLACK
SHIPS evokes the world of ancient Greece with
beautiful, haunting prose, extraordinary
imagination, and a profoundly moving story.
Heavens on Earth Jul 24 2019 A scientific
exploration into humanity's obsession with the
afterlife and the quest for immortality from the
bestselling author and sceptic Michael Shermer
In his most ambitious work yet, Shermer sets out
to discover what drives humans' belief in life
after death. For millennia, the awareness of our
own mortality and failings has led to religions
concocting comforting notions of an afterlife, of
heaven and hell, utopias and dystopias, and of
the perfectibility of human nature. Heavens on
Earth explores the numerous manifestations of
the afterlife - a place where souls might go after
the death of the physical body. Religious leaders
have toiled to make sense of this place that a
surprisingly high percentage of people believe
exists, but from which no one has ever returned
to report what it is really like. This is one of the
most profound questions of the human condition
and has long driven philosophers and
theologians to try to understand the meaning
and purpose of life for mortal beings, and how
we can transcend mortality. Shermer details
recent scientific attempts to achieve immortality
by radical life extentionists, extropians,
transhumanists, cryonicists and mind-uploaders,
along with utopians who have attempted to
create heaven on earth. Heavens on Earth
concludes with an uplifting paean to purpose
and progress and what we can do in the hereand-now, whether or not there is a hereafter.
Basic Categories of Fantastic Literature
Revisited Mar 12 2021 A unique collection of
essays on selected aspects of science-fiction,
fantasy and broadly understood fantastic
literature, unified by a highly theoretical focus,
this volume offers an overview of the most
important theories pertaining to the field of the
fantastic, such as Tzvetan Todorov's definition of
the term itself, J.R.R. Tolkien's essay 'On Fairy
Stories,' and the concept of 'Gothic space'. The
composition and order of the chapters provide
the reader with a systematic overview of major...
Beyond Architecture Feb 20 2022
Judaism and the Visual Image Dec 09 2020
black-ships-numinous-world-1-jo-graham

The widespread assumption that Jewish religious
tradition is mediated through words, not
pictures, has left Jewish art with no significant
role to play in Jewish theology and ethics.
Judaism and the Visual Image argues for a
Jewish theology of image that, among other
things, helps us re-read the creation story in
Genesis 1 and to question why images of Jewish
women as religious subjects appear to be doubly
suppressed by the Second Commandment, when
images of observant male Jews have become
legitimate, even iconic, representations of Jewish
holiness. Raphael further suggests that 'devout
beholding' of images of the Holocaust is a
corrective to post-Holocaust theologies of divine
absence from suffering that are infused by a subtheological aesthetic of the sublime. Raphael
concludes by proposing that the relationship
between God and Israel composes itself into a
unitary dance or moving image by which each
generation participates in a processive
revelation that is itself the ultimate work of
Jewish art.
Beyond Belief Nov 19 2021 The current age
marks the transition from modernity to
postmodernity, a period as impactful to the
Western sensibility as any previous era. The role
of religion and the future of Christianity are at
stake. At this time of transition, many thoughtful
individuals find themselves at a quandary,
having reached a critical stage in their spiritual
journey. Prompted by academia, science, reason,
culture, and their own experience, they feel
compelled to choose between the beliefs they
inherited as children and the claims of science,
reason, pluralism, and secularism. Beyond Belief
suggests that one need not take an either/or
approach on these issues; there is a better way,
one that embraces adventure and ambiguity,
science and religion, reason and faith, evolution
and creation, and finds ways to live creatively
with realities for which there are no easy
explanations. Building on a paradigmatic journey
of faith that involves three stages (precritical,
critical, and postcritical understanding), Beyond
Belief describes the quest for God and for
authentic faith in the twenty-first century. The
key point for this understanding is to replace
belief with faith, acknowledging that belief in
doctrines is not central, since they are
themselves unprovable. This new theological
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perspective requires rethinking many of our
cherished doctrines, including our
understanding of God, Jesus, Scripture, prayer,
miracles, and revelation.
Merriam-Webster's Encyclopedia of World
Religions Feb 29 2020 "A beautifully designed
volume that provides in-depth information about
religions of the world. Features over 3,500
entries and 32 pages of color art and maps.
Developed in cooperation with Encyclopædia
Britannica."
On Selfhood and Godhood Oct 07 2020
Holiness and Ministry Dec 21 2021 The World
Council of Churches has called for renewed
theological reflection on the biblical roots of
ordination to strengthen the vocational identity
of the ordained and to provide a framework for
ecumenical dialogue. This book is a response to
that call. It is grounded in the assumption that
the vocation of ordination requires an
understanding of holiness and how it functions
in human religious experience. The goal is to
construct a biblical theology of ordination that is
embedded in broad reflection on the nature of
holiness. Dozeman's study of holiness and
ministry interweaves three methodologies. The
first, from the History of Religions, describes
two theories of holiness in the study of religion,
as a dynamic force and as a ritual resource. Both
play a central role in biblical literature and
establish the paradigm of ordination to Word
and Sacrament in Christian tradition. Second,
the study of the formation of the Mosaic Office
illustrates how the two views of holiness model
ordination to the prophetic word and to the
priestly ritual. Third, Canonical Criticism
provides the lens to explore the ongoing
influence of the Mosaic Office in the New
Testament literature. Holiness and Ministry will
assist candidates for ordination to discern their
call experience and establish professional
identity within individual traditions of
Christianity, while also providing a resource for
ecumenical dialogue on the nature and purpose
of Christian ordination.
Encyclopedia of World Religions Dec 29 2019
A guide to the religions of the world and to the
concepts, movements, people, and events that
have shaped them. It includes features such as:
entries on religious movements and concepts,
historical and legendary figures, divinities,
black-ships-numinous-world-1-jo-graham

religious sites and ceremonies; images that show
sacred places, vestments, rituals, objects, and
texts; and more.
Theo-Drama: Theological Dramatic Theory, Vol.
4 Aug 05 2020 Having presented his christology
and mariology under the sign of the "Dramatis
Personae" in volume three of Theo-Drama, von
Balthasar now turns to the action of the divine
drama itself. Here we find his soteriology, where
time, freedom, history, power, sin, conflict are
seen in the light of the Cross, the culmination of
the action and passion of God and man. As
Balthasar expresses it in the conclusion to his
preface: here "we discern the unity of 'glory' and
the 'dramatic'. God's glory, as it appears in the
world--supremely in Christ--is not something
static that could be observed by a neutral
investigator. It manifests itself only through the
personal involvement whereby God himself
comes forth to do battle and is both victor and
vanquished. If this glory is to come within our
range at all, an analogous initiative is called for
on our part. Revelation is a battlefield. Those
who do battle on it can only be believers and
theologians, provided they have equipped
themselves with the whole armor of God (Eph
6:11)."
Oral and Manuscript Culture in the Bible Feb 08
2021 Drawing on a wide range of scholarship
dealing with the properties and function of the
materialities of the oral and scribal arts, as well
as oral-scribal interfaces, the author unfolds
before our eyes and makes manifest to our ears
a world of communications in which there are no
original texts, let alone original speech, where
manuscripts are written to be remembered and
read out aloud, where scribal products exhibit
both a metonymic and a polyvalent quality.
A Theology for the Earth Jan 28 2020 While
many feel that something must be done, few
perceive the state of the ecological crisis as a
"profound religious problem." While Thomas
Berry sought to fire the imagination and
motivate his listener to action, Bernard
Lonergan was absorbed by the growing gulf
between traditional Christian theology and its
relevance to modern problems. This book brings
together the work of these dynamic thinkers and
examines their mutual contribution to theology
for our time and for our planet.
The Classic of Changes Sep 05 2020 Used in
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China as a book of divination and source of
wisdom for more than three thousand years, the
I Ching has been taken up by millions of Englishlanguage speakers in the nineteenth century.
The first translation ever to appear in English
that includes one of the major Chinese
philosophical commentaries, the Columbia I
Ching presents the classic book of changes for
the world today. Richard Lynn's introduction to
this new translation explains the organization of
The Classic of Changes through the history of its
various parts, and describes how the text was
and still is used as a manual of divination with
both the stalk and coin methods. For the fortunetelling novice, he provides a chart of trigrams
and hexagrams; an index of terms, names, and
concepts; and a glossary and bibliography. Lynn
presents for the first time in English the
fascinating commentary on the I Ching written
by Wang Bi (226-249), who was the main
interpreter of the work for some seven hundred
years. Wang Bi interpreted the I Ching as a book
of moral and political wisdom, arguing that the
text should not be read literally, but rather as an
expression of abstract ideas. Lynn places Wang
Bi's commentary in historical context.
Jesus of Nazareth Jun 26 2022
Miracles Revisited Aug 24 2019 Since David
Hume, the interpretation of miracle stories has
been dominated in the West by the binary
distinction of fact vs. fiction. The form-critical
method added another restriction to the
interpretation of miracles by neglecting the
context of its macrotexts. Last but not least the
hermeneutics of demythologizing was interested
in the self-understanding of individuals and not
in political perspectives. The book revisits
miracle stories with regard to these dimensions:
1. It demands to connect the interpretation of
Miracle Stories to concepts of reality. 2. It
criticizes the restrictions of the form critical
method. 3. It emphasizes the political
implications of Miracle Stories and their
interpretations. Even the latest research accepts
this modern opposition of fact and fiction as selfevident. This book will examine critically these
concepts of reality with interpretations of
miracles. The book will address how concepts of
reality, always complex, came to expression in
stories of miraculous healings and their
reception in medicine, art, literature, theology
black-ships-numinous-world-1-jo-graham

and philosophy, from classic antiquity to the
Middle Ages. Only through such bygone
concepts, contemporary interpretations of
ancient healings can gain plausibility.
Nature and the Numinous in Mythopoeic
Fantasy Literature Jul 28 2022 This book
makes connections between mythopoeic fantasy-works that engage the numinous--and the
critical apparatuses of ecocriticism and
posthumanism. Drawing from the ideas of Rudolf
Otto in The Idea of the Holy, mythopoeic fantasy
is a means of subverting normative modes of
perception to both encounter the numinous and
to challenge the perceptions of the natural
world. Beginning with S.T. Coleridge's theories
of the imagination as embodied in The Rime of
the Ancient Mariner, the book moves on to
explore standard mythopoeic fantasists such as
George MacDonald, C.S. Lewis, and J.R.R.
Tolkien. Taking a step outside these men,
particularly influenced by Christianity, the
concluding chapters discuss Algernon
Blackwood and Ursula Le Guin, whose works
evoke the numinous without a specifically
Christian worldview.
T.S. Eliot, Poetry, and Earth Sep 25 2019 This
book pursues a comprehensive reading of T. S.
Eliot’s poetry as it engages with Earth. Finding
that such engagement is pervasive in the poet’s
oeuvre, the book offers a new perspective to
critics intrigued by Eliot’s project, the modern
poetic enterprise, ecocritical developments, and
the vital intersections between these fields of
reading.
Blessing the World May 02 2020 In Blessing
the World, Derek A. Rivard studies liturgical
blessing and its role in the religious life of
Christians during the central and later Middle
Ages, with a particular focus on the blessings of
the Franco-Roman liturgical tradition from the
tenth to late thirteenth centuries.
The Renaissance of Confucianism in
Contemporary China Jan 10 2021 A new
generation of Confucian scholars is coming of
age. China is reawakening to the power and
importance of its own culture. This volume
provides a unique view of the emerging
Confucian vision for China and the world in the
21st century. Unlike the Neo-Confucians
sojourning in North America who recast
Confucianism in terms of modern Western
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values, this new generation of Chinese scholars
takes the authentic roots of Confucian thought
seriously. This collection of essays offers the first
critical exploration in English of the emerging
Confucian, non-liberal, non-social-democratic,
moral and political vision for China’s future.
Inspired by the life and scholarship of Jiang Qing
who has emerged as China's exemplar
contemporary Confucian, this volume allows the
English reader access to a moral and cultural
vision that seeks to direct China’s political
power, social governance, and moral life. For
those working in Chinese studies, this collection
provides the first access in English to major
debates in China concerning a Confucian
reconceptualization of governance, a critical
Confucian assessment of feminism,
Confucianism functioning again as a religion,
and the possibility of a moral vision that can fill
the cultural vacuum created by the collapse of
Marxism.
Declarations of the Perfected, PART ONE
Aug 17 2021 The first four books of Tao
Hongjing's compilation of Shangqing or Higher
Clarity Taoism, complete and annotated.
Counterheritage Jun 02 2020 The claim that
heritage practice in Asia is Eurocentric may be
well-founded, but the view that local people in
Asia need to be educated by heritage
practitioners and governments to properly
conserve their heritage distracts from the
responsibility of educating oneself about the
local-popular beliefs and practices which
constitute the bedrock of most people’s
engagement with the material past. Written by
an archaeologist who has long had one foot in
the field of heritage practice and another in the
academic camp of archaeology and heritage
studies, Counterheritage is at once a forthright
critique of current heritage practice in the Asian
arena and a contribution to this project of selfeducation. Popular religion in Asia – including
popular Buddhism and Islam, folk Catholicism,
and Chinese deity cults – has a constituency that
accounts for a majority of Asia’s population,
making its exclusion from heritage processes an
issue of social justice, but more pragmatically it
explains why many heritage conservation
programs fail to gain local traction. This book
describes how the tenets of popular religion
affect building and renovation practices and
black-ships-numinous-world-1-jo-graham

describes how modernist attempts to suppress
popular religion in Asia in the early and midtwentieth century impacted religious ‘heritage.’
Author Denis Byrne argues that the campaign by
archaeologists and heritage professionals
against the private collecting and ‘looting’ of
antiquities in Asia largely ignores the regimes of
value which heritage discourse has helped erect
and into which collectors and local diggers play.
Focussing on the Philippines, Thailand, and
Taiwan but also referencing China and other
parts of Southeast Asia, richly detailed portraits
are provided of the way people live with ‘old
things’ and are affected by them. Narratives of
the author’s fieldwork are woven into arguments
built upon an extensive and penetrating reading
of the historical and anthropological literature.
The critical stance embodied in the title
‘counterheritage’ is balanced by the optimism of
the book’s vision of a different practice of
heritage, advocating a view of heritage objects
as vibrant, agentic things enfolded in social
practice rather than as inert and passive
surfaces subject to conservation.
The Journey of a Tzotzil-Maya Woman of
Chiapas, Mexico Nov 27 2019 Most recent
books about Chiapas, Mexico, focus on political
conflicts and the indigenous movement for
human rights at the macro level. None has
explored those conflicts and struggles in-depth
through an individual woman's life story. The
Journey of a Tzotzil-Maya Woman of Chiapas,
Mexico now offers that perspective in one
woman's own words. Anthropologist Christine
Eber met "Antonia" in 1986 and has followed her
life's journey ever since. In this book, they
recount Antonia's life story and also reflect on
challenges and rewards they have experienced
in working together, offering insight into the
role of friendship in anthropological research, as
well as into the transnational movement of
solidarity with the indigenous people of Chiapas
that began with the Zapatista uprising. Antonia
was born in 1962 in San Pedro Chenalhó, a
Tzotzil-Maya township in highland Chiapas. Her
story begins with memories of childhood and
progresses to young adulthood, when Antonia
began working with women in her community to
form weaving cooperatives while also becoming
involved in the Word of God, the progressive
Catholic movement known elsewhere as
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Liberation Theology. In 1994, as a wife and
mother of six children, she joined a support base
for the Zapatista Army of National Liberation.
Recounting her experiences in these three

black-ships-numinous-world-1-jo-graham

interwoven movements, Antonia offers a vivid
and nuanced picture of working for social justice
while trying to remain true to her people's
traditions.
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